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The Equation That Couldn't Be Solved: How Mathematical Genius Discovered the Language of SymmetrySimon & Schuster, 2005
What do the music of J. S. Bach, the basic forces of nature, Rubik's Cube, and the selection of mates have in common? They are all characterized by certain symmetries. Symmetry is the concept that bridges the gap between science and art, between the world of theoretical physics and the everyday world we see around us. Yet the "language"...

		

How to Win Friends & Influence People (Revised)Simon & Schuster, 1981
Millions of people around the world have - and continue to - improve their lives based on the teachings of Dale Carnegie. In "How to Win Friends and Influence People", Carnegie offers practical advice and techniques, in his exuberant and conversational style, for how to get out of a mental rut and make life more rewarding. His advice has...

		

Minds, Machines, and the Multiverse: The Quest for the Quantum ComputerSimon & Schuster, 2000
Just how smart can computers get? Science journalist Julian  Brown takes a hard look at the spooky world of quantum computation in  Minds, Machines, and the Multiverse--and his report is  optimistic. Based in large part on the groundbreaking work of David  Deutsch, the book mostly sidesteps the shouting matches of the AI  debate and...





		

The Facebook Effect: The Inside Story of the Company That Is Connecting the WorldSimon & Schuster, 2010

	IN LITTLE MORE THAN HALF A DECADE, Facebook has gone from a dorm-room novelty to a company with 500 million users. It is one of the fastest growing companies in history, an essential part of the social life not only of teenagers but hundreds of millions of adults worldwide. As Facebook spreads around the globe, it creates surprising...


		

Overbooked: The Exploding Business of Travel and TourismSimon & Schuster, 2013

	Tourism, fast becoming the largest global business, employs one out of twelve persons and produces $6.5 trillion of the world’s economy. In a groundbreaking book, Elizabeth Becker uncovers how what was once a hobby has become a colossal enterprise with profound impact on countries, the environment, and cultural heritage.
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Steve JobsSimon & Schuster, 2011

	Based on more than forty interviews with Jobs conducted over two years—as well as interviews with more than a hundred family members, friends, adversaries, competitors, and colleagues—Walter Isaacson has written a riveting story of the roller-coaster life and searingly intense personality of a creative entrepreneur whose passion...






		

MatchUpSimon & Schuster, 2017

	In this incredible follow-up to the New York Times and USA TODAY bestseller FaceOff, twenty-two of the world’s most popular thriller writers come together for an unforgettable anthology.

	

	MatchUp takes the never-before-seen bestseller pairings of FaceOff and adds a delicious new twist:...


		

One Giant Leap: The Impossible Mission That Flew Us to the MoonSimon & Schuster, 2019

	The remarkable story of the trailblazers and the ordinary Americans on the front lines of the epic mission to reach the moon.

	

	President John F. Kennedy astonished the world on May 25, 1961, when he announced to Congress that the United States should land a man on the Moon by 1970. No group was more surprised than the...


		

The I Love My Air Fryer Keto Diet Recipe Book: From Veggie Frittata to Classic Mini MeatloafSimon & Schuster, 2019

	175 fast, easy, and delicious meals combining the hottest diet trend—the low-carb, high-fat keto diet—with the latest must-have kitchen appliance—the air fryer. 

	

	While an appliance that promises a lower-fat cooking method like the air fryer may seem counterintuitive to the high-fat keto diet,...






		

Calculated Risks: How to Know When Numbers Deceive YouSimon & Schuster, 2003

	At the beginning of the twentieth century, H. G. Wells predicted that statistical thinking would be as necessary for citizenship in a technological world as the ability to read and write. But in the twenty-first century, we are often overwhelmed by a baffling array of percentages and probabilities as we try to navigate in a world dominated...


		

Riots I Have KnownSimon & Schuster, 2019

	
		“Dark, daring, and laugh-out-loud hilarious, Riots I Have Known is one of the smartest—and best—novels of the year.”—NPR

		

		“Chapman establishes himself as a master of wit, satire, and heart.”—Apple Books
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Becoming an Event Planner (Masters at Work)Simon & Schuster, 2021

	A revealing guide to a career as an event planner written by W Magazine executive editor Armand Limnander and based on the real-life experiences of powerhouse event planner Bronson van Wyck—necessary reading for anyone considering a path to this profession.

	

	Becoming an Event Planner takes you...
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